KEZIA LUCKETT
CEO & TRAILBLAZER BEHIND THE WOMEN OF CONTRIBUTION MOVEMENT

With a core belief that every woman has the capacity to leave an impactful footprint
on the world when she has the right resources, support and roadmap Kezia set
about to create the most powerful, global platform for purpose, driven women to
collaborate and share their gifts with the world.
Women of Contribution gives women the safest, simplest and most effective
roadmap to success and dramatically increases their strength, courage, inspiration
and ultimately their footprint on the world.
Having spent all of her life being the ‘go to’ person for women in need, eight years
ago she took a step further. Having personally identified with the struggle that many
professional women have juggling the ever busy work/life balance she created a
successful, female based concierge company dedicated to supporting women in
every aspect of their lives.
As the business grew and flourished, Kezia got lost in a sea of responsibility and
service to others until she felt she failed to exist at all. A series of events and the
words of a business coach who said “Your business is no longer making you happy”
was the wake up call, to follow her heart, remember her passion and change the way
her life was going.

By combining her expertise and personal experience of positive psychology,
coaching, entrepreneurship and self-love she has created all the tools and
programmes needed to help, support and fast track women creating businesses that
will make a difference.
Today she is helping others see the beauty in the life they lead and empowers them
to understand they do not need to become lost to make a difference to others.
Kezia is relentless in her mission, to make the world a better place for women
around the globe. With an unwavering belief that when women are empowered to
recognise their gift and share it with the world, each and every one of them can
make a difference.
United we are strong, together we can make a difference, one woman at a time.

